


Duson® was established with a clear goal to provide our customers with the best quality and affordable

prices. Over these years, we successfully developed our unique style, became partners with international

leaders of the field, and occupied our niche in the Armenian and Georgian market.

We value the comfort and health of our customers. That is why we use state-of-the-art technologies in

manufacturing orthopedic mattresses and bedding accessories. The high-quality modern equipment of the

Duson® factory makes it one-of-a-kind for the entire region. We combine the best traditions of

manufacturing with up-to-date technologies and use natural components in our products.

Duson® never stops developing and improving. The list of our business partners includes legendary

American Leggett & Platt® corporation. This company specializes in making raw materials for mattress

production and has been the well-known leader of the field for over 125 years.

Duson® already operates 6 brand shops in Armenia and 5 more in Georgia. However, the process of

international development of the Armenian brand is not limited to this: Duson® continues to conquer new

export markets and present the Armenian product of the highest quality to other countries.

About Us



Manufacturing Mattresses in Armenia

 In 2016, the Duson® mattresses manufacturing factory was put into operation. Duson® mattresses are

produced using both local environmentally friendly materials and high-quality imported components.

Moreover, Duson® is the only manufacturer in the region to have an exclusive contract on material and

equipment supply with the leading American company Leggett & Platt®.

 New models are constantly being developed and introduced to meet growing market requirements. Most of

the mattresses are designed for home use. Duson® also offers collections for hotels and hospitals, series for

children, pregnant women, and more.

Duson® mattresses meet the requirements of the International Standards Organization  (ISO 9001:2008) and

the International Association of Sleep (ISPA). They are distinguished by the high quality, unique style, wide

range of products, and, of course, affordable and consumer-friendly prices.



Please note:
Duson® manufactures over 50 models of orthopedic mattresses and bedding accessories

(mattress toppers, pillows, blankets etc.)

Box mattresses presented below are Duson®'s new line of production, which are more convinient
for export.

Mattress sizes and design details can be customized upon request.



Mattress descriptionMattress description

3cm memory foam layer with gel

5cm thin foam layer

10cm dense foam layer

Total height 19cm
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PricesPrices

Comfy Visco   80x200  $102 

Comfy Visco   90x200  $112

Comfy Visco 100x200  $123

Comfy Visco 140x200  $168

Comfy Visco 160x200  $190

Comfy Visco 180x200  $210

Comfy Visco 200x200  $258



Mattress descriptionMattress description

2.5cm acoustic foam layer

3cm thin foam layer

10cm dense foam layer

2.5cm acoustic foam layer

Total height 19cm

PricesPrices

Rolly Foam   80x200  $87

Rolly Foam   90x200  $97

Rolly Foam 100x200  $106

Rolly Foam 140x200  $146

Rolly Foam 160x200  $164

Rolly Foam 180x200  $182

Rolly Foam 200x200  $227
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PricesPrices

Magic Latex   80x200  $100

Magic Latex   90x200  $111

Magic Latex 100x200  $121

Magic Latex 140x200  $166

Magic Latex 160x200  $188

Magic Latex 180x200  $209

Magic Latex 200x200  $255

Mattress descriptionMattress description

2cm Latex layer

5cm thin foam layer

10cm dense foam layer

Total height 18cm



Address: Araratyan 88/8, Yerevan, Armenia
Mobile (WhatsApp/Viber): +374 55 99 99 39
E-mail: aram.muradyan@decoragroup.am
Websites: www.duson.am/en

Contacts


